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Abstract
Benzene is a carcinogenic compound used in industrial manufacturing. Benzene exposure is associated with a multiplicity of clinical conditions ranging
from hematologic diseases to chronic lung disorders. Respiratory system is
affected more than the other system because the benzene is highly volatile
and inhaled deeply into respiratory airway reaching the alveoli where gas exchange takes place. This study aims to show the effect of benzene on respiratory system of fuel station employees and its role in causing respiratory
problems. The design of the study is an experimental study to evaluate the effect of benzene inhalation on the lung tissue by detecting cytological change
among Fuel stations employees in Qassim region. The sputum sample was
obtained from male stations employees in Qassim region and stained with
Papanicolaou stain. The fuel station employees were suffering from dyspnea,
nasal irritation and sore throat. In total 15 sputum samples collected are subdivided into three groups: group number one is those not exposed to benzene; the second group is exposed for 2 - 4 years. However, group number
three is exposed for more than 4 years. Long-term exposure to benzene leads
to cytological change and reduces immunity that is indicated by the present
of neutrophil cells (pus) and other inflammatory features.
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1. Introduction
Benzene is a carcinogenic compound used in industrial manufacturing and a
common environmental pollutant mostly derived from vehicle emissions and
cigarette smoke. Benzene exposure is associated with a multiplicity of clinical
conditions ranging from hematologic diseases to chronic lung disorders [1].
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Benzene exposure may affect many systems of the body exclusively respiratory
system which affected more than other systems because the benzene is highly
volatile and inhaled deeply into respiratory airway reaching the alveoli where gas
exchange takes place [2]. Respiratory problem consequence has been reported in
humans after acute exposure to benzene vapors [3]. This study is to show the
complicated benzene inhalation on respiratory cells among fuel station employees. Fuel stations are important source of pollution of air, in which there are
complex combinations of different petroleum products and vapors. Petrol vapors consist of a complex mixture of hydrocarbons. About 95% are aliphatic and
cyclic compounds, 2% are aromatic compounds, and benzene is about 1% - 5%
[4].
Benzene is readily absorbed following inhalation or oral exposure. Although
benzene is also easily absorbed from the skin, the absorbed benzene is immediately distributed throughout the body and tends to accumulate in fatty tissues.
The liver has a critical function in benzene metabolism, which results in the
production of different reactive metabolites. At low levels of exposure, benzene
is rapidly metabolized and excreted mostly as conjugated urinary metabolites. At
higher levels of exposure, metabolic pathways appear to become saturated and a
large amount of an absorbed dose of benzene is excreted in exhaled air [5]. Data
on the distribution of benzene in humans come mainly from case studies. The
data suggest that benzene is distributed throughout the body following absorption into blood. As the benzene is lipophilic, a high distribution to fatty tissue
might be expected. Effect of benzene inhalation reflects in the biological fluids of
humans [6].
Employees in fuel stations suffer continuous and constant exposure to evaporations and car exhaust and dust from the passing vehicles’ exhausts on the
streets. All these reasons make the employees at a high chance to develop complications of respiratory airways and lung tissue [7]. Benzene constitutes 1% 2% of most blends of gasoline and is released as a vapor from vehicular emissions. Since benzene is a constituent of auto exhaust and fuel evaporation,
people who spend more time in cars or in areas of heavy traffic have increased
personal exposure to benzene. Assuming an average benzene concentration of 40
mg/m3 (12.5 ppb) for a moving automobile and an exposure duration of 1
hour/day, the calculated intake for driving or riding in an automobile is 40
mg/day [3]. The effect of the exposure to benzene will different according to duration of exposure and amount of inhaled benzene from 10.000 - 20.000 ppm for
short time. Although benzene influences the physiology of different systems of
the body, respiratory system is particularly highly affected because of being the
main route of exposure by inhalation [8].
Benzene is inhaled deeply into the lungs through the nasopharyngeal, trachea,
bronchi, and bronchioles reaching to the alveoli where gas exchange takes place.
It leads to carcinogenic effects of the epithelial cells lining the respiratory system
including terminal bronchioles, respiratory bronchioles and alveoli [9]. Sputum
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cytology has been successful in many cases in the diagnosis of bronchogenic carcinoma [10]. Usually a small amount of the sputum sample is processed and
examined under microscope for the presence of atypical cells. There are different
studies of sputum cytology showing the average sensitivity of 65%, with a wide
range of 22% - 98%. This broad variability depends on the location of the lesion
[11]. Therefore, the aim of this study is to determine the effect of Benzene products on the respiratory cell among fuel stations’ employees in Qassim City by
using cytological methods.

2. Methodology
The design of the study is an experimental study to evaluate the effect of Benzene inhalation on the lung tissue by detecting cytological change among fuel
stations’ employees in Qassim region. The sputum sample will be obtained from
male stations’ workers in Qassim region and stained with Papanicolaou stain.
The sample size is 15. The sputum obtained from the employees in the morning,
without use of mouthwash is due to negative impact on final result then the specimen spreading on the microscopic glass slides and fixed with alcohol, stained
with Papanicolaou stain and examined under the microscope.

2.1. Papanicolaou Stain (PAP Stain)
It is the most important stain utilized in the practice of Cytopathology. It is a
polychromatic stain containing multiple dyes to differentially stain various
components of the cells. This technique was developed by George Papanicolaou,
the father of cytopathology. This method is used to differentiate cells in the
smear preparation of various gynecological specimens (pap smears), materials
containing exfoliative cells and material from fine needle aspiration. Papanicolaou stain includes both acidic and basic dyes. Acidic dye stains the basic components of the cell and basic dye stains the acidic components of the cell. The
polychromatic
PAP stain involves five dyes in three solutions.
1) Hematoxylin: Natural dye hematoxylin is the nuclear stain which stains
cell nuclei blue. It has affinity for chromatin, attaching to sulphate groups on the
D.N.A. molecule. Harris’ hematoxylin is the commonest cytologically although
Gills’ hematoxylin and Hematoxylin S can be used.
2) Orange green 6: This is the first acidic counterstain (cytoplasmic stain)
which stains matured and keratinized cells. The target structures are staine d
orange in different intensities.
3) Eosin azure: This is the second counterstain which is a polychrome mixture of eosin Y, light green SF and Bismarck brown. Eosin Y gives a pink colour
to cytoplasm of mature squamous cells, nucleoli, cilia and red blood cells. Staining solutions commonly used in cytology are EA 31 and EA 50, while EA 65.
4) Light green SF stains blue to cytoplasm of metabolically active cells like
parabasal squamous cells, intermediate squamous cells and columnar cells.
DOI: 10.4236/jbm.2021.92006
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2.2. Procedure of Progressive Papanicolaou Staining Method
In the progressive method, the nucleus is stained with hematoxylin to a intensity
desired. The intensity of the nuclear staining is controlled by the immersion of
the slide into a bluing agent. Most commonly used bluing agent is Scott’s tap
water (pH 8.02).
Step

Reagent

Time

1.

95% Alcohol (Fixation)

15 - 30 minutes

2.

60% Alcohol

2 minutes

3.

Distilled Water

5 dips

4.

Distilled Water

5 dips

5.

Hematoxylin stain

3 minutes

6.

Distilled Water

3 minutes

7.

60% Alcohol

2 minutes

8.

80% Alcohol

2 minutes

9.

95% Alcohol

2 minutes

10.

Orange G Stain

3 minutes

11.

95% ALcohol

2 minutes

12.

95% Alcohol

2 minutes

13.

Eosin Azure Stain

3 minutes

14.

95% Alcohol

2 minutes

15.

95% Alcohol

2 minutes

16.

95% Alcohol

2 minutes

17.

95% Alcohol

2 minutes

18.

Absolute Alcohol

2 minutes

19.

Absolute Alcohol

2 minutes

20.

Absolute Alcohol

2 minutes

21.

Absolute Alcohol + Xylene (1:1)

2 minutes

22.

Xylene

2 minutes

23.

Xylene

2 minutes

24.

Xylene

Till clear

25.

Mount in D.P.X

3. Result
The Bartlett score measures the quality of sputum specimens testing. The score
is derived from a microscopic exam of sputum specimens that looks at:
1) the number of neutrophils per low power field;
2) the presence of mucus strands;
3) the number of squamous epithelial cells per low power field;
4) segmented neutrophils and mucus strands may be indicative of inflammation;
DOI: 10.4236/jbm.2021.92006
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5) high quality sputum specimens with high numbers of epithelial cells are not
indicative of inflammation and might indicate contamination with saliva.
A score of 1, 2, or 3 indicates active inflammation. A score of 0 or less indicates a lack of inflammation or contamination with saliva.
General symptoms between most employees are dyspnea, nasal irritation and
sore throat.
Fifteen sputum samples collected and subdivided into three groups:
1) Group number one:
This group include normal human didn’t exposure to benzene as control,
main cell found in the section is squamous epithelial cell show well-differentiated
cytoplasm. The cytoplasmic is eosinophilia. Nuclei are small, with a very fine chromatin pattern (Figure 1). Person working for one year exposing to benzene inhalation also shows squamous epithelial cell well-differentiated cytoplasm. The cytoplasmic staining can range from basophilic (blue) to eosinophilia (red). The nuclei
are small, with a very fine, chromatin pattern. The section includes epithelial cell
with numerous bacteria have adhesins that promote sticking to the surfaces,
hence they tend due to adhering on the surfaces leading to appearance of granularity with indistinct or stippled border it seems like clue cells., with excessive
mucous secretion (Figure 2).
2) Second group:
Employee works for 2 years exposing to benzene, the sample of him shows
squamous epithelial cell with pyknotic nucleus indicates degeneration with mucus secretion. Other cells seem like clue cells which are fuzzy appearance cell
without sharp edges under a microscope. Clue cells change to this fuzzy look
when they are coated with bacteria. In this sample the present of neutrophil and
excessive mucous secretion indicate inflammation (Figure 3).
Employee working for 3 years exposing to benzene shows squamous epithelial
with hazy cytoplasm and clear vacuolation with slightly increase in nucleolus size
and condensation of chromatin in the nuclear border on one side leaving empty
area on nucleus (anomaly stain) and amount of neutrophil distribution throw the
section general feature is anomaly of Stain with inflammation appearance (Figure
4).
Employee works for 4 years exposing to benzene, the sample of this person
shows degenerative squamous cell (karyolysis: squamous cell without nucleus)
with increase of neutrophil. It is sign of inflammation. The section appears very
clear from mucous secretion which indicates dryness (Figure 5).
Other volunteer sample shows intermediate cell with small amount of hazy
cytoplasm and vacillation, the percentage of bacteria increasing and cover the
epithelial cell (clue cell) with small amount of mucus secretion (Figure 6).
3) Third group:
Employee exposed to benzene more than 4 years suffers from dyspnea, nasal irritation and sore throat. The sample of this participate show increase of amount of
bacteria inside and outside the squamous epithelial cell suggest immune complication. With excessive mucous secretion and Increase the number of neutroDOI: 10.4236/jbm.2021.92006
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phils which indicate inflammation. We found also large squamous epithelial cell
with hazy cytoplasm (Figure 7).
Sample eight shows also increasing amount of degenerative cell (Karyolysis)
large squamous cell without nucleus, sometimes with eccentric nucleolus.
The excessive mucus secretion with turbidity in background indicated inflammation number of neutrophils increase with bulk of bacteria condensation
(Figure 8).
1) Group one—Normal Sample:

Figure 1. Sample one. Black arrow: squamous epithelial cells show well-differentiated
cytoplasm. Thin polygonal shape with sharp corners. The cytoplasmic is eosinophilia
(red). The nuclei are small, with a very fine chromatin pattern.

Figure 2. Sample two. No effect or cytological change. Employee works for one year exposing to benzene: 1) Red arrow: squamous epithelial cells show mature, well-differentiated
cytoplasm. The thin polygonal shape with sharp corners. The cytoplasmic staining can
range from basophilic (blue) to eosinophilia (red). The nuclei are small, with a very fine,
chromatin pattern. 2) Black arrow: normal squamous epithelial cells have distinct cell margins and lack granularity. Numerous bacteria have adhesins that promote sticking to the
surfaces, hence they tend due to adhering on the surfaces leading to appearance of granularity with indistinct or stippled border it seems like clue cells. 3) Blue arrow: excessive
thread mucous secretion.
DOI: 10.4236/jbm.2021.92006
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2) Group two:

Figure 3. Sample three. Employee works for 2 years exposing to benzene: 1) Red arrow:
squamous epithelial cell with pyknotic nucleus indicates degeneration with mucus secretion. 2) Black arrow: cells seem like clue cells which are certain cells that appear fuzzy
without sharp edges under a microscope. Clue cells change to this fuzzy look when they
are coated with bacteria. 3) Green arrow: pus cell (neutrophil). 4) Blue arrow: thread
mucous secretion.

Figure 4. Sample four. Employee works for 3 years exposing to benzene: 1) Black arrow:
Squamous epithelial with hazy cytoplasm and clear vacuolation. 2) Slightly increase in
nucleolus size with condensation of chromatin in the nuclear border on one side, leaving
empty area on nucleus, anomaly of stain. 3) Blue arrow: pus cell (neutrophil). 4) General
feature: anomaly stain.

Figure 5. Sample five. Employee works for 4 years exposing to benzene: 1) Black arrow:
degenerative of squamous cell (karyolysis:squamous cell without nucleus). 2) Red arrow:
increase amount of pus cell (neutrophil).
Indicate inflammation. 3) Decrease mucus
secretion.
Indicate dryness.
DOI: 10.4236/jbm.2021.92006
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Figure 6. Sample six. Employee works for 4 years exposing to benzene: 1) Intermediate
cell shows small amount of hazy cytoplasm and vacillation, the percentage of bacteria increasing and cover the epithelial cell. 2) Clear section indicated low mucus secretion.

3) Group three “more than 4 years”:

Figure 7. Sample seven. 1) Black arrow: increase of amount of bacteria inside and outside
the squamous epithelial cell suggests immune complication. 2) Red arrow: excessive mucous
secretion indicated inflammation. 3) Blue arrow: increase number of neutrophils indicated
inflammation. 4) Green arrow: large size of squamous epithelial cell with hazy cytoplasm.

Figure 8. Sample eight. 1) Red arrow: appearance of degenerative cell (karyolysis) large
squamous cell without nucleus, some time with eccentric nucleolus; 2) Black arrow: excessive mucus secretion, turbidity in background .indicated inflammtion; 3) Green arrow:
increase number of neutrophils indicated inflammation; 4) Blue arrow: increase of amount
of bacteria condensation.
DOI: 10.4236/jbm.2021.92006
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4. Discussion
Rennard’s study in 1990 [12] showed increase in the incidence and sensitivity of
respiratory cell to long-term benzene exposure. This result is similar to our result. Bender, Ostenson, Wang and Beavo at 2004 [13] said the function of epithelial cells that cover airway are acting as a physical barrier and secreting excessive mucus that traps inhaled particles which is important to host defense system, our result finding from investigation of group number 2 and 3 with long
year exposure to benzene inhalation show evidence of excessive mucus secretion.
Triggiani et al., in 2011 [1] suggest hydroquinone and benzoquinone have inhibitory effects on basophils and mast cells by reduced functions of basophils and
mast cells leading to a global impairment of innate immunity which may be responsible for the enhanced susceptibility to infections with chronic exposed to
benzene.
Moreover, in experimental study done by Rosenthal and Snyder in 1985 [14]
on mice by pre-exposure to benzene at 30 ppm for 5 - 12 days showing increase
in bacterial amount in day 4 of infection. Our result shows 50% of bacterial infection increase in different samples.
Additionally, we agree with Yin et al., in 1987 [15] they found similar Symptoms like mucous membrane irritation in 80% and dyspnea was noted in 67% of
the employees which exposures to >60 ppm for up to 3 weeks. Nasal irritation
and sore throat were reported by male and female employees exposed to 33 and
59 ppm benzene, respectively for more than 1 year. We found all these symptoms in the participant of our study like mucous membrane irritation, dyspnea,
nasal irritation and sore throat.

5. Conclusion
Long-term exposure to benzene leads to cytological change in lung and affects
the immunity and cellular change.

Recommendation
The fuel station employees should not exceed two years of work. Also, they
should do cytological follow-up every year to determine any change in lung tissue. Moreover, we need more studies with an increased sample size to discuss
these problems.
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